opendomes. event domes
46 ft geodesic dome with projection liner (20% oﬀ)
Product Name / Description

List price

Sale price

$27 150,00

$21 720,00

An exclusive plywood floor system, with anti-slippery layer,
placed on an upraised steel frame with the leveling system

$18 100,00

$14 480,00

Additional projection accessories

$15 250,00

$12 220,00

Used Opendome 150
1658 sq ft (154 m2 of flooring area / diameter: 46 ft (14m) / height: 28.7 ft (8.75m)
White opaque / blackout membrane + transparent front

Used Premium Floor for Opendome 150

360° Projection liner and ring*

Condition: 8/10
Framework in very good condition. Membrane in overall good condition, has
normal usage marks most of which could be removed with cleaning. Floor in
good condition.
*Dome is not 360° projection ready it needs following accessories: vacuum
pump, projectors and computer system. Additionally note that dome features
transparent front. For projections we recommend opaque version.

About Opendome 150
The Opendome 150 event dome oﬀers 154m2 of flooring area, which
can be arranged according to your needs and transformed into a bar,
cafe or a restaurant - i.e. summer garden for a restaurant, a club with a
bar on a beach or simply a beer baron a music festival.
The durable, robust and reliable framework allows for the suspension
of additional equipment such as lighting or sound systems. When
combined with diﬀerent Freedomes structures the possibilities of
arranging the event are simply endless.

About Premium Floor System
Stable base for every event. Premium Floor is based on a steel frame
that maps the shape of the perimeter of the tent and is fixed with the
structure of the dome. The floor itself serves as ballast and reduces to
minimum the amount of additional weight required to keep the
structure down.

List price total: $60 250.00

DISCOUNT: 20%
SALE PRICE: $48 420.00
YOU SAVE: $11 830.00
IN STOCK

